Coach’s Corner

Building R.A.M. Skills

By Larry Wise

T

he huge Alaskan Brown angled across the tundra just
40 yards out. After hours of stalking and with a little
luck, it would cross at 20 yards from Ron Murphy and
his guide Mike, perfect for a shot. What a great opportunity,
a dream come true for Murphy if he could make the shot.
But making the shot was not in his thinking because he
knew he would make it; he’d trained for it for two years. He
had confidence that it would happen automatically, so his
biggest concern was aiming at the right spot, just behind the
shoulder in the lung area.
As the great bruin passed behind a small Alder bush,
Murphy drew his bow. The bear passed into the clear but
needed to be a little closer. Then, as it usually does, the
unexpected happened; the bear looked Murphy and Mike’s
way and saw them. Curious, it turned and walked straight at
them.
Shooting a 900 pound bear in the chest was not an
option, so Murphy had to wait it out at full draw. The bear
continued walking toward them and stopped at 11 paces.
Yes, 11 paces!
It swung its head back and forth for what seemed like
minutes but in reality was only six or seven seconds before it
turned to its left to continue on its way. Had it taken another
step toward Murphy and Mike, Mike would have had to
shoot but luck was with them and Murphy had the shot of
a lifetime.
Murphy saw his arrow pass through the lung area of the
biggest bear he’ll ever shoot. In fact, only a few bowhunters
have ever shot one bigger, as this bear will rank in the top 20
ever killed with a bow.
For this accomplishment, Murphy gets my Core Archery
Student of the Year Award. Why? Murphy has target panic!
That’s the bad news. The good news is Murphy also has

In 2006, Ron Murphy killed this huge Alaska Brown at a
distance of 11 paces. That’s not a time for release aid skills
to fail and his didn’t! Learn the proper skills and practice
them and you’ll have them for life.

R.A.M. skills! That’s “Release Aid Management” skills and
after two years of continuous training, he was able to manage his hunting release aid through the most tension-filled
and exciting moment of his 45 year hunting career. As
Murphy puts it, “I have no recollection of the release aid in
my hand: only waiting, aiming where I was supposed to be
aiming and the arrow hitting its mark.”
So, how could a bowhunter who just two years ago could
not get to full draw without “whacking” the release trigger
build the skills needed to harvest this magnificent Alaskan
Brown? As Murphy will tell you, “It wasn’t easy” and at times,
“I fell back into old habits and had to start over” but in the
end, “I learned to manage.” I’m really proud of Murphy for
his determined persistence and for sticking with the Core
Archery R.A.M. Program that I will outline in this article.
Murphy will always have target panic lurking in the
background but with the right training, he can manage his
shooting skills properly and accomplish his goals. The same
is true for you if you have TP. With the right training steps
learned in the right order, you can learn to manage it and – I
really like this part the most – you will enjoy archery again.

What Is Target Panic?
The dreaded dysfunction of target panic is mental.
Conditions surrounding the activation of a release aid trigger
can, over time, build unwanted responses from the archer.
Mostly but not always, the act of touching or preparing to
touch the release aid trigger gets associated with a conscious
thought. This conscious thought comes at the most inopportune time, at full draw and it distracts you from the more
important task of consciously focusing on your shot process.
Now, consciously aware of the trigger, you will make another
conscious decision to activate it and then do so.
It sounds so natural and harmless, doesn’t it? The
problem is the rest of your body is not isolated from this
“conscious” triggering process. The aiming and execution
process falls away from its task or anticipates the trigger activation moment and reacts prematurely to it. Thus, an association is created between a bodily action and a conscious
mental thought. That promotes poor archery timing and accuracy. Through
continued practice of this
habit, the association is
Murphy still practices his
back tension skills and continues to have hunting success. This huge water buffalo
is one of his many recent
accomplishments with the
bow and arrow.
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strengthened until it consumes all you do when the bow is
in your hand.
In the worst cases, this thought gets associated with the
visual image of the target and as soon as the target comes
into view, you will activate your release aid trigger. Over
time, this process gets shortened and the sight of the target
activates your trigger finger. Your archery game is then officially “in the toilet.” It’s out of control, spiraling downward.
At this point, you might either stop practicing or quit archery
altogether. Or you can look for a coach to help you out of
this hole.
Conclusion: release aid dysfunction is mental dysfunction!

Two Common Types Of Release Dysfunction
Type 1 – The visual sighting of the target initiates release
aid triggering. The preceding description summarizes this
kind of dysfunction. This is what most archers mean when
they say they have “target panic.”
Type 2 - The visual sighting of the target and the sight
pin promotes “freezing.” In other words, the sight pin freezes
or locks up somewhere other than on the center of the target. This dysfunction is also mental but instead of leading to
an uncontrolled action, it leads to inaction. Your conscious
thinking is consumed by how difficult it is to put the pin and
spot together while the release aid is in your hand. Most can
aim well when they don’t have a trigger in hand. But introduce the trigger and your sight freezes off the center.
Some archers describe it as though the target spot is a
magnet repelling another like-polarity magnet, the sight pin.
No matter how you approach the target with the sight pin,
it won’t go into the middle. And so you shoot on the move.
We call this “drive-by” shooting. Or you might calibrate your
bow sight with your sight pin under the spot.
I’m sure there are more types of target panic but these
are the two main types that I deal with as a coach. The mental/physical associations that develop in both types are very
strong and can consume and destroy an archer. However,
being mental, they can be dealt with if you reprogram your
mind through a series of practice steps that I call Release Aid
Management skills.

release technique. Once you create new and proper mental/
physical associations, you may be able to cope with a trigger
release for brief periods of time. But first, you must retrain
your brain.

The R.A.M. Skills Program
If you are a coach or teacher, you know that each word
you say and each action you take makes a difference to your
student. It also matters when you speak and act, so follow
the R.A.M. steps as outlined here and choose your words
carefully. Your student is depending on you!
Step I The mental dysfunction that occurs in most target
panic situations involves an excess of inappropriate conscious thoughts. These thoughts occur at the time when you
should be consciously engaged in your shot making process
and not in the interaction between your finger and a trigger
mechanism. You and your student need to recognize and
accept this problem before going further.
Step II Eliminating the symptoms of target panic means
eliminating the focal point of unwanted and unneeded
thoughts. Take the big step and eliminate the trigger. Now,
that alone won’t cure anyone of TP but it’s the best way to
long-term management success.
Removing the trigger from the equation begins the
process of rebuilding the sequence of conscious mental
thoughts associated with releasing the arrow. Using a release
without a trigger puts the archer’s fingers around and fully
engaged with the triggerless release aid handle and that
removes the thought of having to “touch” a trigger.
This finger employment is necessary so that your highly
sensitive fingertips are not involved in and have no control
over the release of the arrow. Most importantly, they won’t
send any “touch” signals to your brain while your conscious
thinking is immersed in your shot making process.

You’re Never Cured
Ride a bicycle lately? You say it’s been years since
you rode a bike? Even so, if you got on a bike today, you’d
have no trouble getting it going and staying on it for 20
yards. You’d be shaky but you’d be able to ride. The mental/
physical association you made years ago when you learned
to ride a bike is still there and that’s the way it is with the
release aid trigger; whenever you go back to the trigger, you
will most likely get the same response you used to have with
it, good or bad. So, if you continue to use the same release
aid with which you have “panic,” then you cannot expect
different results.
What you have to learn, then, is a new set of release aid
management skills. It’s also necessary to have a different
kind of release aid, one that can’t be triggered. Combining
the new skills with a new and different release aid will
give you the best chance for rebuilding good and lasting

The proper method for holding an index trigger is to surround
the trigger with your finger while curling the other three fingers.
Ninety percent of those I help with target panic issues have been
using an index trigger improperly. Using the sensitive fingertip
draws your conscious attention to the trigger when your consciousness should be engaged with your back muscle holding
action. Wrap the second crease of your finger around the trigger
for the best long-term results.
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This means - and you must understand this
clearly - that once the bow sight has joined your
eye-aiming and you have fully transferred your
holding effort out of your forearm and into your
back muscles, your thoughts will no longer involve
your fingers, a trigger or the release of the arrow.
Instead, your conscious mind must focus on the
continued and elevated contracting of your rhomboid muscles: the muscles that cause your drawing
elbow to rotate a few degrees around your shoulder
joint. In other words, focus on back tension.
You will not be pulling the arrow further across
the rest; the arrow will be still. The release will
occur when the release aid handle rotates one or
two degrees, causing the two metal release aid
parts to separate.
In the beginning, use no sight, no target, no
bow and no arrow. Use only the release aid, a piece
of rope or a training aid and your mind. In the
beginning, you must rebuild your thinking pattern,
your body position and the physical action connected to your thinking.
Step III Selecting a release aid for the R.A.M.
skills program is easy; choose any back tension
release aid on the market. You can’t pick one that
is advertised to “shoot like” a back tension release
aid; you have to have the real deal. You have to have
a “hinge” style back tension release aid.

Of the many hundreds of release aids on the market, I’ve found these to be
helpful for fostering a new and proper mindset in those who have some form
of release aid dysfunction. Bottom row, from left to right: my old Pinky Boss
from T.R.U. Ball works well for most after they have learned back tension
technique using a Sweet Spot (with safety). Third is the T.R.U. Ball 360 Pinky/
Thumb, which I prefer set for the little finger instead of the thumb but it works
well either way. Top row: I use a short handled index release like the Little
Goose to teach proper finger position. The HEX by Scott is good for those
who need a BT style for hunting and Carter makes the Evolution pull-tension
release, which works well for breaking an archer’s “punch” response on a
trigger.
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I recommend a release with a safety like the T.R.U. Ball
Sweet Spot. I also recommend that you use either two or
three fingers but not four. Keep your pinkie off the release aid
handle so your wrist remains relaxed on that side. The Stan
line of releases has a variety of styles that can be used with
a Trainer Lock pin installed in the JustX and MoreX series.
Holding the release properly is important. Surrounding
it with your whole hand is not necessary. You need to hold it
with only the first two segments of your fingers. This position
will enable you to flatten your knuckles and keep your wrist
straight. This, in turn, is the best way to get your forearm
relaxed so the release activation can come from your back
muscles. In athletics, we perform better with our muscles
relaxed than when we’re overly tensed. Set the release aid
tension so that a medium to medium-heavy force is needed
to make it discharge. A light force will be counterproductive
and only teach bad habits. You need to work hard from the
start. If you struggle too much, then lighten the tension setting a little.
Step IV Rebuild your thought sequence. You have to do
this now, before you do any shooting, to make the correct
first impression in your mind!
First, hold the release aid with two or three fingers
engaged correctly around it. Second, learn to keep your wrist
and forearm relaxed during the process. Third, at full draw,
keep your drawing forearm in line with the arrow shaft so
that your scapula is correctly positioned. Fourth, under tension similar to the bow’s holding weight, you must further
contract your rhomboid muscles so your draw-side elbow
rotates around a hinge point in your shoulder joint. This
rotation will be in a slightly downward (about 30 degrees)
plane around your shoulder joint. Fifth, this rotational force
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One of the important aspects of learning a new release technique is holding the release in a manner that promotes a relaxed
forearm. Making a flat-knuckle hook with your fingers is the best
way to establish and maintain relaxed forearm muscles. Most
archers try to “control” the release aid by making a fist, which
activates most of the forearm muscles and prevents good back
tension technique.

on your elbow will, through time, cause a rotation of the
release handle and the release of the arrow. Sixth, you must
be patient.
The following steps are written as instructions for the
coach. If you are a coach, then you must first learn how
to operate a back tension release aid with some degree of
proficiency. Until you do, you can’t effectively understand
or instruct these steps. My book, “Core Archery” and the
matching DVD, “Core Archery Back Tension,” will assist you
in this effort.
Step V Demonstrate how to hold the release aid; attach
it, raise the bow, draw and release an
arrow. It’s always helpful for your student to see the final objective of his
retraining program. Show him the
accompanying photo (top of column) so
he gets the release hand correct.
Next, instruct your student to hold
the release aid while you attach and
hold a loop of string to it. You must act
as the bow and provide the force for
your student to pull against while he
establishes proper full-draw position. Or
Brady Ellison: Grave Digger ProStaff
use the Saunders Firing Line in place of
2013 Kansas Whitetail
a bow or loop; it removes all thoughts of
the bow, the arrow and failure from his
mind. Setting his release-hand position
correctly is important from the outset.
GREAT MARGINS
Also be sure to position his drawFOR DEALERS
ing forearm so that it is in line with an
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imaginary arrow shaft. Getting the forearm correctly lined up puts the shoulder blade in the best position for the

Keeping your wrist straight while holding your release aid also
promotes a relaxed forearm. At full draw, you will then have the
best chance to transfer the holding of the bow into your back
muscles, increasing your ability to execute a consistent release;
shooting with your arm is inconsistent.

rhomboid muscles to do their work. You must instruct correct form any time you get the chance and this will be a really
good chance. This person will really be ready to listen to you
because he wants to be rid of the terrible dysfunction called
target panic.
Once he has attained the correct position, instruct
your student to tighten his rhomboid muscles. Remind him
where to tighten by touching his rhomboid area (use a pen
instead of your finger if you’re concerned about the “touching” issue). In most cases, my students try to pull more of
the arrow across the rest and I have to remind them that
they must cause a rotation of the elbow around the shoulder
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Stretch bands, stretch tubes, a rope loop and the Firing Line by
Saunders provide great ways to learn and practice proper release
aid technique. It all begins, however, by learning how to use a back
tension release aid correctly from a qualified coach.

joint. The force from the back muscles rotates the elbow
around the shoulder joint; the elbow does not move in line
away from the target. Your student is practicing body position and correct muscle use for now.
Next,
have
your
student
release the safety
mechanism and
repeat the muscletightening process. Hopefully,
with some moderate amount of
rotational effort,
the release aid
will
discharge.
Continue this process until you’re
sure your student
is getting it correct. You’ll have to
remind him over
and over about
tightening
the
rhomboids and
rotating the elbow
around the shoulder. Eventually,
with your guidance, he will get a
feel for it; he must
feel it!
R e m e m b e r,
though, that first

Adjusting the draw length of the bow so your student can align
his holding arm with the arrow is essential to learning good technique. From this position, your student can transfer holding effort
into his back muscles and then further contract those muscles. The
resulting rotational force on the elbow should then be harnessed
to discharge the back tension release aid.

impressions are lasting ones, so make your student perform
correctly at this point.
Step VI Allow the student to hold the short string-loop
or training aid as he assumes full-draw position and executes a correct release discharge. From behind the elbow,
you can again remind him which muscles to contract and
how the elbow should rotate. This micro rotation operates
in a plane that is tilted about 30 degrees from the horizontal
position, as that plane is where the shoulder operates most
easily. Make sure he is holding the release correctly (two or
three fingers only) at each step of this process.
Have him practice 10 of these release actions with eyes
closed. You can stand behind the draw-side elbow and help
guide the student through the rhomboid contraction and
elbow rotation process. Remind him over and over to cause
a rotation of the elbow around a hinge point in the shoulder.
Also remind him that no finger manipulation should be used
to cause the release aid to rotate; tension must be equal
across all two or three holding fingers.
Step VII Now build a “string bow” for the student with
the long piece of release rope he has been using. You may
use a training device like the Saunders Firing Line instead.
This mock bow will be the student’s training aid for the next
few months and maybe for years to come. He can take the
string-loop with him everywhere he goes, pull it out of his
pocket and take a few quick practice shots. He may get some
strange stares but you can remind him that doing this several
times daily is how he can reprogram his conscious mind
and the physical action associated with it. You don’t need a
bow and arrow set to practice archery technique; your mind
won’t know the difference if you keep your eyes closed!
The string bow you build must be the correct draw
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If you are the one doing the instructing, then you must be sure to
prompt the student’s rhomboids by touching them with your finger
or a pen. Don’t skip this step; you must be absolutely sure that your
student knows what muscles to contract.

length for your student so he can be in proper full-draw
position at all times. His real bow must be adjusted to match
this same position. Correct position gives the student the
best chance for optimum rhomboid muscle use. Proper
body position yields proper muscle use, which in turn yields
proper release technique.
You may have to demonstrate how to use the release aid
with the string bow and how the string will be
launched forward several feet when the release
discharges. Most of my students have difficulty
getting the string to go anywhere; it usually just
hangs around the hand after the first few efforts.
Remind your student that he has to mimic the 15
to 18 pound holding force of the bow during the
setup and back tension execution; most forget
to do this. This is where the Firing Line aid is
quite helpful.
Stand behind the elbow in order to guide
the student correctly through several executions.
Touch the rhomboid muscle area and push the
elbow to assist the rotation effort. Get the student
going in the correct direction. He needs to do this
10 or more times while you assist to be sure he is
doing it correctly.
Send the student home to practice for a few
days or for a few weeks. Ten to 20 shots during
each of four daily practice sessions is a great way
to retrain the brain and the body. Tell the student
not to do all 80 shots during one session, as he
will learn far more from the first few shots of
each of four sessions than from the last 60 of one
long session.
The student should not shoot his bow until

I require my beginning students to use a rope loop or a Firing
Line aid instead of their bows. This allows them to focus on just
the holding position and their back muscle action and not on what
the bow and arrow are going to do. Learning to use your back is
all about “feeling” the required muscles and the elbow rotation
action.

he comes back for the second lesson. You want to be oneon-one with him as he shoots the first shot out of the bow
using the back tension release aid. The first shot has to be
done from the correct position and under your guidance
so that the student gets it done correctly. Remember, this
archer is mentally damaged and cannot be trusted at this
point. I mean that sincerely, with no malice toward your
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student. He has a serious problem and to solve it, he must
follow the program in detail; don’t take shortcuts.
If your student seems too impatient, remind him that
impatience with the old release aid is what got him into this
situation. It took him months to get into this predicament
and it will take months to work out of it. Make him write
“Patience is a virtue” one thousand times! OK, I’m joking
here. Do what you can to keep the student patient.
Step VIII Lesson two should begin with a review of the
string bow operation. At this point, the student should be in
control of the release aid and launching the string bow several feet on each shot but you should have him demonstrate
10 shots anyway to be sure. If he needs some assistance to
get it correct, then help him.
At this point, switch the student to his real bow and
arrow set. He should find this to be easy if he has followed
the practice schedule. The large majority of my students tell
me that operating the real bow is easier than operating the
string bow; I agree. The real bow supplies a force that the
student must naturally resist instead of artificially supplying
that force with the string bow.
Correct full-draw position is an absolute must. If the
draw length of the bow does not enable the student to attain
this position, then adjust the bow to fit. I find that a full 70
percent of the archers I work with or see at tournaments
have bows that are too short for them and so they are not
able to adequately transfer the holding force of the bow into
the back muscles and therefore they operate with poor efficiency and faulty posture.
Now assist the student with his first shot, using the real
bow. Get up close to the practice butt, remove any target
faces and remove the sight from the bow. In fact, it’s best
if the student’s eyes are closed so he can focus on the back
muscles throughout these first shots; he needs to focus on
the process and not the results. Remember, focusing on
results was a leading cause of his mental dysfunction in the
first place.
Stress these steps:
1) Set hands correctly.
2) Raise.
3) Draw.
4) Set full-draw position and continue holding transfer.
5) Relax drawing wrist but keep fingers equally tight.
6) Transfer holding from forearm to back muscles.
7) Further contract rhomboids.
8) Slowly rotate elbow.
Retouch the rhomboid area and direct the elbow so that
it rotates correctly around the shoulder joint. Get the student thinking about rotating the elbow through back muscle
contraction.
Twenty shots under your direction should enable the
student to be self-sufficient. If not, guide him some more
until he becomes self-sufficient. Walk away so he is alone for
another 20 shots.
When you come back to the student, check his shot
execution for another few shots. When you’re sure he is
executing correctly, send him home to do some eyes-closed,
close-range practice.
Step IX An at-home, blank-bale practice session should

The last step in reconditioning the mind of an archer with release
aid dysfunction is to give him a bow and arrow. Begin with no
target and have the student shoot with his eyes closed for the first
few days. Next, have him shoot with his eyes open and eventually,
give him a target at close range. It takes a slow, lengthy process to
overcome a bad habit that took years to create.

be done from a distance of 3 - 5 yards and have the following
exercises in it:
String bow practice = 10 shots, eyes closed.
Real bow practice = 20 shots, eyes closed.
Real bow practice = five shots, eyes open.
Real bow practice = 10 shots, eyes closed.
Continued daily practice with the string bow is a must
for months to come. In fact, the student may have to do this
forever in order to maintain the correct mental/physical
associations.
Step X Over time, your students will move to shooting target faces during practice and the routine will be
the following:
String bow = five, eyes closed.
Real bow = five, eyes closed.
Real bow = five, eyes open.
Real bow = 10 to 20, on target at 10 yards.
Real bow = five, eyes closed.
String bow = continue three to six times daily.
When they come back to you for check-ups, watch them
at 10 to 20 yards on a target face. If they try to “rip” a release
aid through the rotation sequence, it will show up here.
Ripping is a sign of either a “quick” setting on the release aid
or continued impatience by your student.
Set the release aid to a heavier force setting so more
rotation is needed to set it off. Make your students work
harder and slower. If they are just impatient, then put them
back on the “eyes closed” practice routine with no target. It
takes some people weeks and weeks to overcome the impatience they have ingrained into their target-shooting routine;
this is where the string bow or training device is really helpful several times daily.
Eventually, your students will incorporate long-distance
shooting at a variety of target types into their practice routines. All of this must be done with the back tension release
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aid! Every shooting session must begin with “closed eye”
practice so as to constantly rebuild the proper mental/physical associations needed for shot execution.
Step XI My student, Ron Murphy, worked from
November through the following July before we entertained
the idea of trying a release more suited to hunting. There
was no way I was going to put him back on the very release
style he used previously. He needed a release aid that would
feel the same in his hand as the back tension release he was
using then; Murphy needed a “pinkie-finger” release.
The little-finger release would put the finger with the
least amount of dexterity on the trigger. This keeps all of the
“smarter” fingers engaged around the release handle during
the draw and also during the aim and back tension process.
At that point, tightening back muscles followed by tightening
all fingers will discharge the release aid. Tightening the bigger fingers will cause the little finger to tighten as well.
There are not many pinkie-finger release aids available today and that is unfortunate. They just didn’t sell well
enough for manufacturers to continue making them. You
may, therefore, want to recommend that your student hunts
with the Sweet Spot back tension release. I’ve done this successfully with many hunters who have target panic issues.
It’s important that your students follow the process set
forth in step VIII of this program. They must continue to
use the same shot sequence with the pinkie release as they
do with the back tension release. They must also follow the
“closed-eye” shooting practice schedule.
Never put the back tension release aid away. It should

remain an integral part of every practice session in order to
keep your student mentally loyal to the back tension process.
Failure to heed this warning will result in a relapse of the
target panic syndrome and the student’s work must start all
over. It is best to do it correctly the first time!

CONCLUSION
Dealing with the mental dysfunction of target panic is
never easy; it took your student months to acquire TP and
it will take him months to learn to manage it. The R.A.M.
program presented in this article works, so the biggest challenge for the archer who has TP is the big question facing all
athletes: are you willing to give up what you are so you can
become what you can be? That being said, the underlying
issue involves putting in the time it takes to accomplish the
task and with target panic, it will take some time. Your job
as a coach is to keep you and your student motivated and
directed with the R.A.M. skills program because it works.
Editor’s Note: Larry Wise is available to conduct one
and two day CoreArchery Academies on shooting form.
Reach him by email at larry@larrywise.com or call him
at (717) 436-9168. Larry has a DVD title: “Core Archery
Back Tension: Defined and Demonstrated.” The DVD is
available at www.larrywise.com for $19.95. Check out past
articles by Larry Wise at the twin websites of ArrowTrade.
Use arrowtrademag.com for high speed connections or see
arrowtrademagazine.com for PDF downloads of articles.
Links to past articles can now be found on the final page of
the digital issues at arrowtrademag.com.
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